Leg Lifters
Pillow Lifters
Bandaging Stool

A unique bespoke bed or cot built for you

Nile Leg Lifter
Our Leg Lifters provide easy transfer of
legs in and out of bed, reducing the risk
of injury to carer and enabling an
individual to get in and out of bed
without assistance
NO PUMP - NO BELLOWS - NO NOISE
Electrically powered Nile leg lifter with
a vinyl pad to lift and support transfer
of legs into bed.
Height adjustable and virtually silent
the NILE3 will fit on to any standard
divan bed whilst the NILE4 is designed
to fit a pine, domestic electric divans or
community hospital style bed
Technical Specification
Product code NILE
Pad Height 15” (38cm)
Length
30”(76cm)
Weight Limit 25 Stone (158 kilos)
Bariatric
50 Stone (317 kilos)
Pad
3” (8cm)
Specifcation Angle of Lift 90 degrees

Mawson Leg Lifter
A unique mobile leg lifter
The Mawson is easily wheeled from bed to bed allowing multi
use. If using with a hospital bed the Mawson will wheel under
the frame allowing the legs to be flush to the side of the bed for
effortless transfer. No trailing wires, the Mawson operates using
a rechargeable power pack. Combined with the Nile, braked
wheels and a removable hoop to hold onto for added reassurance
when transferring the Mawson mobile leg lifter is ideal for
Nursing homes, as it reduces the risk for carers.

T: 01233 635353 F: 01233 635351

Pillow Lifter
A favourite with both patients and carers.
This versatile product has the benefit of
being able to be used ON or UNDER the
mattress having a silent action along with
the economical price and low
maintenance.
Representing the latest state of the art
technology in patient lifting and support
the Ultimate Pillow Lift enables the
patient to sit themselves up in bed
independently therefore not relying on
carers to lift them which may cause
unnecessary strain.

Product code
Size
Pillow Length

Weight Limit
Bariatric
Specification
Movement
Options

Technical Specification
ULT
Standard - 26" (67cm)
Wide - 30" (76cm)
Standard - 48" (122cm)
Short - 28" (71cm)
Extended - 72" (183cm)
18 Stone (144 kilos)
25 Stone
Angle of lift 85° Frame shuts down 3.75”
From laying down position to sitting up
Possum Compatible

Mattress Variator
An automated system that provides the ideal solution to lifting
and supporting patients and reduces the strain on careers. The
M/V is fully portable and can be moved from one bed to another
as required. Taking only a few seconds to adjust the position which
it can maintain overnight if necessary. This also enables client
independence. M/V are use on pocket sprung divan beds, subject
to age and condition. We do not advise that they are used on older
style mattresses, such as those with steel frames.
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Arabian
Bandaging Stool
The Arabian stool is designed for use by
nurses and care staff who deal with clients
who need dressings/bandages applied to
the full length or part of the leg. It is
designed to lift one leg at a time using one
or both of the two horizontal actuator
driven pads, this allows easy access
around the complete circumference of
the limb.
Community Nurses and other health care
professionals have a recurring problem
when it comes to cleaning, dressing or
bandaging the leg. Often the legs are
heavy due to conditions such as
Lymphoedema.
The bandaging requires up to 4 layers and
prior to application the leg needs to be cleaned. Supporting the swollen or infected leg is difficult
as the patient will need to have either one of them raised for up to one hour and will often require
two nurses. Using the horizontal pads during bandaging allows the limb to be supported reducing
the need for two nurses. With bandaging needing to be done regularly, using the Arabian stool
can result in a significant cost and time saving.

*Bariatric Version

Product code
Width
Depth
Height
Weight Limit
Options

Technical Specification
ARAB
20" 50cm
20" 50cm
20" 50cm
35 Stone 222 Kilos
Backrest, Armrest, Bariatric

More detailed information can be found in our
Cost Saving booklets.
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